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Drejc Kokošar is active in heritage and tourism development in Idrija, former
mining town, enlisted on UNESCO World Heritage List for its world-famous
mercury mine. After few years of working as a tourist guide, he started to
organize modern, sustainable tours in local area at Hudournik Association,
which connects heritage and countryside of Idrija local region. He was part of
the team, that won European Social Innovation Competition 2018 (Heritage
Lab - heritage jobs incubator). Apart from tourist guiding he is active in
newly-formed Institute for Heritage Innovations ID20 and at culinary festival of
Idrija Žlikrofi (dish with protected geographical status).

https://si.linkedin.com/in/drejckokosar

Tourism to support local communities, culture & tradition
Tourism to support nature and biodiversity

Sustainable gastronomy trips in UNESCO Geopark Idrija
- a new opportunity for local communities
Tourism is changing - in the time, when cities around the world complain about
overcrowded historical centres and destruction of local life, we need to find
solutions, which will provide sustainable development and encourage local people
to become active in tourism. We have many remote regions in Europe which suffer
from the shrinking population. This is especially felt in smaller towns and villages.
Municipality of Idrija with heritage listed historical mercury mine has experienced
decline of population in rural settlements, placed in UNESCO GEOPARK Idrija.
Local agriculture, in the past the main engine, is also in sharp decline.
In comparison to Venice, Prague, Amsterdam and other European cities with
historical centers, overcrowded with tourists, Europe has many regions, mainly
remote, who can prosper by the development of tourism.
I believe that rural sustainable trips are the future of tourism in Europe. Hudournik
Asssociation has started trips in the area of UNESCO GEOPARK Idrija in 2019
which were very positively greeted by farmers and other tourism providers. In this
way traditional crafts and skills can be preserved as local people will return to the
activities in which they were originally trained.
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